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LIGHT VERBS AND SPLIT ERGATIVITY IN THE 





This paper is a discussion of a complex verbal construction in Western Cholan languages 
and how this construction interacts with the split ergative systems found in these 
languages. The Cholan languages all display split-ergative systems based on aspect. In 
addition to this split system, Vázquez claims that Chol has properties of split 
intransitivity as an agentive/non-agentive language. This perspective would mean that 
Chol has accusativity that is aspect-based (split-ergativity) and lexically/semantically 
based (split-intransitivity). This characterization is rendered problematic by the fact that 
these person markers attach to a light verb cha’len which, by itself, is a transitive verb. 
Moreover, complex constructions in Mayan languages have often been analyzed 
(historically as well as diachronically) as involving nominalization. In order to evaluate 
the status of cha’len  it is useful to compare the Chol examples with similar cases in its 
closest relative, Chontal of Tabasco, as well as other comparative and historical data. 
This comparative and historical approach reveals both languages moving closer to 
accusative-systems, a process that is being accelerated through contact with Spanish. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION. The Western Cholan languages consist of two languages: Chontal 
from the state of Tabasco and Chol from the neighboring state of Chiapas. These two 
languages, together with the Eastern branch found in Guatemala, form the Cholan 
subgroup, in itself part of the larger grouping of Western Mayan languages. The Cholan 
languages all display split-ergative systems based on aspect. In addition to this split 
system, Vázquez claims that Chol also has properties of split intransitivity as an 
agentive/non-agentive language. He bases this characterization on a group of intransitive 
verbs that he characterizes as semantically agentive; these verbs always take the Set A 
person markers. These markers, along with tense/aspect/mood markers, attach to the verb 
cha’len and are followed an uninflected complement that carries the semantic weight of 
the construction.  
 Vázquez characterizes cha’len in these constructions as a verbo ligero or light 
verb. Matthews defines light verbs as “a verb such as make in make a turn or take a look 
whose contribution to the meaning of the whole is less specific than in e.g. make a table 
or take a sandwich.” (1997:208) A light verb in many respects seems to be like a modal 
or an auxiliary, but should be distinguished from them. As its name indicates, a modal 
changes the mode of a sentence. Payne describes mode as “the speaker’s attitude toward 
a situation, including the speaker’s belief in its reality, or likelihood.” (1997:244). The 
constructions in Chol are clearly not modals. Auxiliaries, on the other hand, serve to 
mark tense or aspect but do not carry semantic information. Payne describes auxiliaries as 
“verbs in that they satisfy the morphosyntactic definition of verbs (whatever they may be 
for the language) e.g., they occur in the position of a verb and they carry at least some of 
the inflectional information (subject/object “agreement” and tense/aspect/mode marking) 
normally associated with verbs. However, they are auxiliary in that they do not embody 
the major conceptual activity, state, or activity expressed by the clause. They are 
semantically ‘empty’.” (1997:84) He lists various verbs that typologically tend to be 
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grammaticalized as auxiliaries, including stative verbs (e.g. be, stand, sit), motion verbs 
and complement-taking verbs. In this last category he lists as typical verbs used as 
auxiliaries say, finish, start, permit, make, force and want.  
  Light verbs in Chol seem to be auxiliary- like in that they take the aspect and 
person markers; at the same time their function is different in that they are used only with 
certain verb- like complements, what Vázquez call the ‘unergatives’. These construc tions 
are similar to auxiliary constructions in that the unergative complements need the help of 
a verb that is without semantic content in order to bear the necessary inflections. Such an 
auxiliary is rather different form the sort employed in European languages where the 
auxiliary is used to express tense/aspect/mood distinctions that the any given verb cannot 
express by itself. Such auxiliaries work with all lexical verbs. In Chol, however, we are 
not dealing with a tense/aspect/mood that cannot be inflected on the verb as the majority 
of Chol verbs directly take these inflections. What we have is a small class of verb- like 
complements that do not take any inflection and therefore require the assistance of an 
auxiliary. Thus the verbal phrase has two elements that seem to be evenly dividing duties: 
the helping verb that carries the grammatical information and the agentive ‘verb’ that 
carries the semantic information. This kind of auxiliary is sufficiently different from 
European style auxiliaries because its appearance is determined by the semantics of the 
lexical item rather than a need to express a finer grade of tense/aspect/mood.  
 Having established this difference, I will use Vázquez’s term ‘light verb’ rather 
than ‘auxiliary’ to refer to cha’len / chen in these complex constructions. It should be 
kept in mind that Vázquez divides intransitive verbs into non-agentive and agentive, the 
latter being the group of verbs that always use cha’len to take their inflections. This 
characterization is rendered problematic by the fact that cha’len is in other contexts a 
normal transitive verb; one could therefore argue that the construction is a transitive verb 
taking a nominalized verb as a complement. The elements that carry the semantic 
meaning I will refer to as agentive complementizers, or ACs. The purpose of this paper 
will be to examine the status of these ACs and the effect they have on Western Cholan 
ergative systems.  If they are indeed verbs and if there is an agentive class of intransitives 
in Chol - i.e. a set of intransitives that always takes accusative marking- then Chol could 
be seen as moving towards an accusative system of grammar. The language already has 
split ergativity defined by tense/aspect, and if there is also a system of split intransitivity 
then accusativity would seem to be creeping into Chol lexically as well as 
morphosyntactically. In order to evaluate this claim it is necessary to examine three 
sources of data: 1) data that determines transitivity in Chol itself; 2) data from a similar 












2. LIGHT VERBS IN CHOL  
2.1 INTRODUCTION. Mayan languages prototypically mark intransitive verbs with the Set 
B marker, the same marker used to indicate objects of transitive sentences. This 
grammatical relation of intransitive subject (S) with transitive object (O) is an ergative 
relation as opposed to an accusative relation. Set A markers are used to refer to the 
subjects of transitive sentences as well as to possess nouns. Chol follows this basic 














In Cholan languages any given verb will have a status marker suffix that will indicate if 
the verb is completive or incompletive. In addition to this suffix, a proclitic placed before 
the inflected verb provides additional aspectual information. The  status suffix is 
obligatory, whereas the pre-verbal aspectual marker/adverb is not. Like all the Cholan 
languages, Chol presents a system of split ergativity based on aspect. Intransitives in the 
incompletive aspect take Set A marking and therefore display accusative agreement: 
 











This split system is typical of a Cholan language. What is surprising, however, is 
Vázquez’s further characterization of Chol as an agentive language. He bases this model 
on Marianne Mithun’s (1991) model of active/agentive case marking. Such a split, 
however, is unusual for Mayan languages and thus far has only been claimed for Mopan 
                                                 
1 In addition to translating Vázquez’s transliterations and translations into English, I have also used the 
terms completive (COM) and incompletive(INC) where  he uses the terms perfective and imperfective. The 
following abbreviations are used when discussing Chol: SEII-Intransitive Status Suffix, EPN-Epenthetic 
Vowel; SUF-Status Suffix; VTI-Intransitive Thematic Vowel. In The Chontal orthography 7= glottal stop. 
SET A-ERGATIVE Singular 
    
Plural 
     
First person k- k-la 
Second person aw- aw…la 
Third Person y- y-…ob 
SET B-ABSOLUTIVE Singular 
    
Plural 
     
First person -oñ -oñla/ oñloñ~oñlojoñ 
Second person -ety -etyla 
Third Person -0 -ob 
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(Dazinger 1996). Vázquez claims that there is a group of intransitive verbs called 
agentives that always take the set A markers and that Chol therefore fits Mithun’s 
definition of an agentive/active language. Significantly, the verbs in the intransitive 
agentive class all use what he calls a light verb. This verb means to do or make and, when 
used by itself, is a typical transitive verb. According to Vázquez’s analysis, the agentive 
intransitives are a combination of this light verb and the complement : 
 
 
Chol separates intransitive verbs into semantic classes that 
are typical of an active/agentive language. In one group are 
the non-agentive verbs, or unaccusatives; in the other group  
are the agentives, also called unergatives (Van Valin 1997). 
The non-agentive verbs are distinguished morphologically 
from the agentives because they receive directly the 
pronominal inflection, whereas the agentives require a light 
verb to do it. Moreover, the non-agentives in the perfective 
are marked with Set B, like the patients of transitive verbs; 
the agentives are marked with Set A, like the agents of 
transitive verbs. (2002:20)2 
 
Vázquez gives the following examples of agentive and non-agentive verbs: 
 





(4)  Pronominal inflection with Set A: Agentive   (Vázquez 2002:21) 
tyi k-cha’l-e k’ay 
COM A1-do-SUF sing 
‘I sang’. 
 
Vázquez further tests these sentences by using a light verb with the non-agentive and the 
direct inflection with an agentive. In both cases the result is ungrammatical. These 
‘verbs’ therefore always take the Set A marking. 
 In addition to these two classes of intransitive, describes a third class that he calls 
‘ambivalent ’. These verbs can either take direct inflection – and Set B in the appropriate 
aspect- or they can take a light verb, in which case they never take Set B. As an example 
he offers wäy to sleep: 
 





                                                 
2 All translations of Spanish texts and glosses are my own. 
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(6)  Ambivalent verb with Set A/ agentive inflection (Vázquez:2002:22) 
tyi k-cha’le-e wäy-el 
COM A1-do-SUF sleep-SEII 
‘I slept’ 
 
According to Vázquez’s description there is no semantic distinction between these two 
constructions. Having defined these three classes, he gives a list of these three classes of 
intransitives in which he labels the agentives ‘unergative’ and the non-agentives 
‘unaccusative’: 
 
Three classes of intransitive in Chol
a) Unergatives 
1. alas  to play 
2. ajñel  to run 
3. chobal to clean (w/ machete) 
4. chu’     to suck (i.e. a baby) 
5. ja’tsij  to sneeze 
6. k’ay  to sing 
7. ñajal  to dream 
8. ñak  to play 
9. ñojk’  to snore 
10. ñolok’  to overturn 
11. ñoxejel  to swim 
12. ñäkäb  to nod 
13. ojbal  to cough 
14. oñel  to shout 
15. pich  to urinate 
16. soñ  to dance 
17. tse’ñal  to laugh 
18. tya’  to shit 
19. tyis  to fart 
20. ty’añ  to speak 
21. xej  to vomit 
22. xämbal to walk 
 
b) Unaccusatives 
1. chämel  to die 
2. ju’bel  to go down 
3. julel  to arrive 
4. k’otyel  to arrive 
5. käytyäl  to remain 
6. lok’el  to go out 
7. letsel  to go up 
8. majlel  to go 
9. ochel  to enter 
10. sujtyel  to return 
11. tyälel  to come 
12. yajlel  to fall 
 
c) Ambivalent Intransitives 
1. ts’ämel  to bathe 
2. tyijp’el  to jump 
3. uk’el  to cry 
4. uch’el  to eat 
5. wejlel  to fly 
6. wäyel  to sleep
  
 One can see from this list that the unaccusative list consists entirely of verbs of 
motion (interestingly, all of them would take the auxiliary être in French) whereas the 
unergatives consist of some verbs that are semantically ‘active’ (i.e. the single partic ipant 
could be seen as initiating and controlling the activity) along with verbs indicating bodily 
functions. Although we could question the active nature of the latter from a purely 
semantic standpoint, from a typological standpoint such verbs seem to rather arbitrarily 
as a group fall into either the stative or active category in languages that make such a 
distinction. 
 Viola Warentkin and Ruby Scott of the Summer Institute of Linguistics have 
published a sketch of Chol grammar that provides an interesting perspective on 
Vázquez’s description. They list two functions of cha’len, one of which is to express 
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‘intransitive verbal concepts’ along with a complement that they call a ‘verbal noun’. 




alas  play 
bäk’en  be afraid 
käy  sing 
tonyel  work 
e’tyel  work 
ojbal  cough 
onyel  shout 
t’an  speak 
uk’el  cry 
wäyel  sleep 
xämbal  walk 
 
 
The second function they list is surprising: they report that cha’len can apparently 
combine with any verb as another means of forming the progressive: “There is a second 
way of expressing the progressive aspect. It uses the transitive verb cha’len to do 
followed by a verbal noun.” (1980:74-75) This information is intriguing in that the 
progressive tense inherently focuses on the action more than the result: because the action 
is in progress, the success of the activity and its accompanying outcome is unclear. 
Moreover, the operation they describe treats verbs differently according to their 
transitivity. We will discuss this problem below when we compare Chol with Chontal. 
 Vázquez, however, seems to imply that there are verbs that never accept cha’len. 
For example, he has tested the verbs in the agentive category and finds that they are 
ungrammatical when they receive direct inflection; in like fashion, he finds the use of the 
light verb ungrammatical with the non-agentives. The tests he gives us, however, are in 
the completive: 
 
(7)Light Verb with non-agentive complement (Vázquez 2002:37) 
*tyi k-cha’l-e yajl-el 
COM A1-do-SUF fall-SEII 
Interpretation Sought: ‘I fell’ 
 
(8) AC without light verb (Vázquez 2002:21) 
*tyi j-k’ay 
COM A1-sing 
Interpretation Sought: ‘I sang.’’ 
 
It is clear that we also need to do these tests in the incompletive and especially the 
progressive. 
 Leaving aside this issue for the time being, we can portray Vázquez’s description 












Note that this description is based on Vázquez’s classification of Chol as an agentive 
language. In order to examine his characterization we need to examine 1) the transitivity 
of the verb cha’len, 2) the morphosyntactic properties of ACs as nouns or verbs and 3) 
transitivity tests for cha’len verbal phrases.  
 
2.2 TRANSITIVITY OF CHA’LEN. Having summarized Vázquez’s characterization of 
intransitivity in Chol, the question that immediately comes to mind is whether he is 
accurately characterizing [cha’len + AC] as an intransitive verb construction. Given that 
cha'len also functions as a commonly used transitive verb (with lexical content similar to 
the Spanish verb hacer), one could easily ask if the construction were not an [auxiliary + 
intransitive] construction, but rather a transitive verb with a nominalized verb as its 
argument. A similar argument has been employed for Yucatecan to show that accusative 
person marking in the incomple tive is explained by the verb being nominalized and the 
Set A marker acting as a possessor. Moreover cha’len is a transitive verb and Mayan 
languages in general usually mark transitivity-adjusting operations. 
 Vázquez in fact does seem to view these intransitives according to this 
characterization. For example, he analyzes a sentence such as “he sings” as “he does it, 
the singing”: 
 
(9) mi a-cha’len-eñ-ø   k’ay (Vázquez 2002:303) 
      INC A2-hacer-SUF-B3  sing 
     ‘You sing.’ 
 
A transitive construction is being used to communicate an idea that, in Spanish or 
English, would require an intransitive verb. Thus cha’len seems to retain its transitivity.  
 Another interesting feature of cha’len is that it is used for the infrequent 
antipassive operations that occur in the language. A suffix –oñ is added to a transitive 
verb; this is a well-attested antipassive marker found not only in other Cholan languages 
but attested in Proto-Maya as well. It is interesting to note that the appearance of this 
marker always requires an accompanying –el nominalizer. The absolute antipassive, 
therefore, always appears in a nominalized form. Vázquez (2002:82-84) gives the 
following example of this operation: 
 
(10)Active Transitive Construction (Vázquez 2002:264) 
mi k-mäñ-ø waj 
INC A1-buy-B3 tortilla 






Agentives Set A 
Non-Agentives Set A Set B 
Ambivalents Set A Both 
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That this item in (11) is nominal is evidenced by its ability to be possessed as well as to 
serve as the predicate of a stative (non-verbal) sentence: 
 





(13) Antipassive as non-verbal predicate Set B (Vázquez 2002:266) 
aj-mäñ-oñ-el-oñ 
AGT-buy-AP-SEII-B1 
‘I am a buyer.’ 
 
Having lost its verbal status, the antipassived nominal requires a light verb to form verbal 
sentences. It is interesting to note how Vázquez glosses such a construction: 
 
(14) Antipassive nominalization as complement of light verb (Vázquez 2002:267) 
mi k-cha’len-eñ-ø  mäñ-oñ-el  
INC A1-do-SUF-B3  buy-AP-SEII 
‘I am buying.’.  ‘Compro (o hago lo que es comprar)’ 
 
I have not found examples in Vázquez of attempts to passivize the light verb 
constructions. With the information we have we can conclude that the cha’len remains a 
transitive verb in all environments.  
 
2.3 MORPHOSYNTACTIC PROPERTIES OF ACS 
2.3.1 ACS AS NOUNS.  Having characterized cha’len as a transitive verb, we need to 
examine next the status of the ACs.  if they are nominalized verbs, they have no affix that 
would mark a change in transitivity. In Chol nouns are typically nominalized with a 
suffix –el. So what is k’ay? Is it a verb or a noun? There are arguments for both. It can be 
possessed like a noun: 
 











It would be interesting to find if this possession can occur in a light verb construction. 
For example, can we say “I sing his/her song”? The data on the grammaticality of this is 
lacking.  Of course, such a construction would be transitive. 
 Although ACs are possessed like nouns, they cannot function as the predicates of 
non-verbal sentences like normal nouns: 
 
(17) Stative sentence with noun: Set B  (Vázquez 2002:42) 
kuj-oñ 
owl-B1 
‘I am an owl. ’ 
 
(18) Stative sentence with AC: Set B    (Vázquez 2002:42) 
k’ay-oñ 
sing-B1 
Intended interpretation: ‘I am a song’ 
 
As discussed above, transitive verbs can be detransitivized and nominalized through 
suffixes and then operate as a nominal complement in verbal phrases. ACs like k’ay seem 
unable to undergo this transformation. It should be noted that these elements never take 
Set B marking. To conclude, ACs appear to have some qualities of nouns while lacking 
others.  
 
2.3.2 ACS AS VERBS.  There is strong evidence for ACs as normal verbs that have gained 
some noun- like properties while retaining some of their status as verbs. For example, the 
existence of an ambivalent class of verbs seems to indicate that the there are some verbs 
in the processes of becoming ACs. Vázquez does not indicate any semantic distinction 
between verbs like way that take direct inflection or use cha’len. The difference between 
the ambivalent light verb and the agentive light verb is the wäy takes a nominalizing 
suffix. We could interpret this behavior to mean that wäy has only started taking the light 
verb relatively recently and is still transparent to speakers as a verb in need of 
nominalization. We can therefore speculate that the light verb construction will 
eventually supersede the direct inflection form. When this happens way will be stranded 
as an AC and speakers will no longer need the –el suffix to distinguish it as a noun.  As 
we shall see, data from Chontal will corroborate this interpretation.  
 An important distinction between Vázquez’s unergatives and unaccusatives is that 
the latter all take the –el nominalizing suffix whereas the former do haphazardly. From 
this observation we can speculate that those with the suffix are in the process of 
becoming agentives, and that those without any suffix are at the final stage of this process 
and have been stranded; i.e. they are only used as verbal nouns in light verb 
constructions. The steps might look like the following: 
 






2.4 TRANSITIVITY TESTS FOR CHA’LEN VERBAL PHRASES . Although ACs like k’ay no 
longer take direct inflection, their status as nominalized verbs is evident when the light 
verb constructions undergo valency-adjusting operations.  
 
2.4.1 VALENCY INCREASING. In Chol non-agentive intransitives undergo causitivization 
by taking a nominal suffix.  
 
(19)Non-Agentive with Causative: Set A  (Vázquez 2002:37) 
mi k-äk’-ety yajl-el 
INC A1-give-B2 fall-SEII 
‘I make you fall.’ 
 
The above example could be glossed as ‘I give you the falling’. In Chol therefore such a 
construction is a transitive construction with the verb serving as the nominalized 
complement. Agentives, however, act more like verbs in two ways: the light verb is no 
longer used and a tyi marker, employed to subordinate verbs, is used: 
 
 
(20)Agentive with Causative: Set A  (Vázquez 2002:43) 
mi k-äk’-ety tyi k’ay 
INC A1-give-B2 SUBD sing 
‘I make you sing.’ 
 
A valency-increasing operation thus seems to treat ACs as more verb-like than their more 
transparently nominalized counterparts.  
 
2.4.2 VALENCY-DECREASING. If the AC constructions are intransitive, they should not be 
able to undergo passive or antipassive operations. At this point we should also note a gap 
in Vázquez’s description of Chol. If we examine his list of unergatives, we can 
immediately see that while there are a few verbs that are prototypically intransitive – to 
run, for example- many of the verbs seem that they could be transitive in certain contexts. 
In fact, verbs like to sing seem just as likely to be transitive as intransitive. It seems 
unlikely that Chol has no way to say, for example, ‘he sings an old song”’ or “he shouted 
the answer” with a clear direct object. Our study of these unergatives will be incomplete 
without such information.  
 Given this shortcoming, we can test the unergatives to see if the can passivize. 
Because cha’len takes the inflectional markers, we should expect it to take any passive 
derivation. As a root verb (Warkentin and Scott describe root verbs as CVC or CVCVN) 
it should take the passive suffix –tyel in the completive and -tyi in the completive. 
Vázquez’s study has no example of a passivized cha’len either as a lexical verb or as a 
light verb. 
 As stated above, cha’len is used as a helping verb in antipassive constructions, 
although we do not find evidence of it itself being antipassivized it its hacer role. Lacking 
further data, we could  speculate that the light verb constructions we have been discussing 
are in fact a kind of antipassive involving noun incorporation; the verbal noun is an 
indefinite, non-specific noun that is attached to the semantically empty light verb that 
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carries all of the aspectual and person markers. Indeed, Vázquez’s own depiction of 
valency-reducing operations seems open to this interpretation:  
 
Contrary to what Quizar and Knowles  (1990) and Dayley 
(1990) affirm, Chol has two antipassive constructions: the 
absolutive antipassive and the antipassive of incorporation. 
The first represents institutionalized actions where the 
patient does not have thematic importance; in the second 
antipassive the patient is integrated into the verb, forming a 
compound. These two antipassive forms are also common 
in other Mayan languages.  (2002:134) 
 
2.5 CONCLUSION. From this discussion of Chol we have reviewed evidence both for and 
against the agentives as verbs and as nouns. It seems that in Chol these elements were 
originally verbs that have become verbal nouns; i.e. they have the semantics of verbs with 
some morphosyntactic properties of nouns, the most prominent of which is their role as a 
complement of a transitive verb cha’len. At this point we can turn to Chontal to provide a 
further comparative and diachronic perspective.  
 
3. LIGHT VERB CONSTRUCTIONS IN CHONTAL. 
3.1 INTRODUCTION.  Chontal also has a split ergative system in which intransitive verbs 
in the imperfective take Set A (accusative) marking. There is a further complication in 
that negation governs Set B marking for incompletive as well as completive. We can 









In Chol all incompletive intransitives take Set A marking; moreover, the agentives take 
Set A whatever the aspect. From this point of view Chol could be said to be more 















Negative Set B 
Affirmative Set A Set B 
SET A-ERGATIVE Singular Plural 
First person kä kä …-laj/-doko7 
Second person 7a 7a …-laj/-doko7 
Third Person 7u 7u …-laj/-doko7 
SET B-ABSOLUTIVE Singular Plural 
First person -on -onlaj/ondoko7 
Second person -et -etlaj/etdoko7 
Third Person -0 -laj/doko7 
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Like Chol, Chontal also has a verb chen meaning to do, to make that is used with a verb-
like complement (which I will still refer to as an AC) to create verbal phrases. This verb 
chen takes the person and the aspect markers while the AC is left uninflected save for a 
plural clitic that can come at the end of the entire verb phrase. The two main sources of 
grammatical information on Chontal are 1) Katherine Keller’s 1900 SIL dictionary and 
grammatical sketch of Chontal and, 2) Susan Knowles 1984 dissertation. I will 
supplement their data with my own field data from the summer of 2003 with the Project 
for the Documentation of the Languages of Mesoamerica.3 
 
3.2 KELLER’S DISCUSSION OF CHEN. Keller discusses chen, but without using the term 
light verb. Rather, her discussion focuses on the complement itself which she 
characterizes as a ‘sustantivo verbal’ or verbal noun. In her characterization these 
elements have the morphological and syntactic properties of nouns; the only feature that 
is verb- like is the semantics. There are three areas in which chen appears:  
 
1. Verbs that are listed as intransitives and function syntactically as such despite 
having transitive inflection with chen. This category would correspond to 
Vázquez’s “agentives.” 
2. To detransitivize intransitive verbs in order to focus on the general activity 
3. All Spanish Loan words.  
 
We are primarily interested in the first two categories. The first group consists of verbs 
only formed with chen, while the second can take chen or direct inflection. Keller 
describes what we have called agentives as verbal nouns that refer to intransitive actions; 
she points out that they prototypically refer to movements or repeated activities.  It is 
important to note, therefore, that these inherently intransitive actions are only used in 
chen constructions. She lists the following constructions in her dictionary: 
 
1. luxe  swim   
2. patan  work 
3. sakya  hunt, fish 
4. alas  play 
5. ankäre  run 
6. awät  shout 
7. tak’ä  fight  
8. trebe  be able to 
9. käläb  snore 
10. kotoke  crawl 
11. k’ämba complain, moan 
12. k’äyk’äyne to lack 
13. k’uxkan hurt 
14. chanä  to shine, reflect light 
15. ch’uyub whistle 
                                                 
3 This data is preliminary and should not be used or cited in any way. It was collected from Marin Esteban, 
a native speaker from Guaytalpa, a small town of a few hundred near Nacajuca in the state of Tabasco. His 
dialect is very similar to as that described in Keller’s sketch.  
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16. jayäb  yawn 
17. ja’tzijom sneeze 
18. 7uk’e  cry 
19. xämba  walk 
20. t’an  speak 
21. 7ujut  give fruit 
 
Keller alludes to the difficulty in ascribing transitivity values to such constructions: 
‘Some constructions with a verbal noun are found in the dictionary with chen and are 
classified as intransitive in spite of chen having transitive verb inflection because the 
construction functions in the syntax like an intransitive verb.’ (1984:474) What is clear, 
however, is that the ACs listed above do not take direct inflection and are intransitive in 
the sense that chen does not take a more specific, definite complement.  
 The second class of intransitive constructions is rather surprising. These verbs 
have transitive equivalents that in many cases are root CVC verbs. Keller states that the 
purpose of the light verb construction is to focus attention on the activity itself: “There 
are some transitive verbs that use the verbal noun en the chen construction to call 
attention to the action in general. These constructions suppress  the mention of a specific 
complement.” (1984:474) According to Keller, the transitive verb is transformed into a 
verbal noun that no longer takes the verbal aspect marking. Below is a list of these verbal 




 AC used with chen  Transitive counterpart 
1. k’ay  sing  k’äye7 
2. k’ux  bite  k’uxe7 
3. juch’  grind  juch’e7 
4. sub accuse, denounce sube7 
5. chuy  sew  chuye7 
6. xek’  stab  xek’e7 
7. lep’  pinch, nip  lep’e7 
8. kunom  fight  kune7 
9. päk’äb  sow  päk’e7 
10. lucba fish with a fish-hook luke7 
11. ak’ot  dance  ak’otnan  
12. bäc’tesia frighten bäc’tesan 
13. susom  shave, cut hair susän 
14. chictaya illuminate chictan 
15. k’äntiya pray  k’änti’in 
16. täclaya help  täclen 
17. tz’ak  cure  tz’äkälin 
18. tz’ib  write  tz’ibän 
19. tze7ne  laugh  tze7tan 
20. sij give as a gift  sijän 
21. tub  spit   tubän 
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22. keb  burp  kebän 
23. xuch’  rob  xuchän 
24. yukume rock  yukän 
 
 
These twenty four transitive verbs undergo a valency-reducing operation in which focus 
is taken off the object/result and put on the activity. In her discussion Keller does not use 
the terms antipassive or noun- incorporation, although what she describes seems to match 
these terms (we should bear in mind that her SIL grammar is attached to the end of a 
dictionary and is intended for more pedagogical purposes). The deverbalized noun (i.e. 
verbal noun) acts as a non-definite, non-specific complement that bears the semantic 
weight of the verb phrase; the verb chen, on the other hand, has no semantic content but 
carries the aspect markers as well as the person markers. This noun-incorporation 
antipassive is similar to what we suggested at the end of the discussion of Chol 
concerning what Warkentin and Scott called progressive constructions. The main 
difference between the two is that they seem to suggest that all Chol verbs can take the 
light verbs, whereas Keller gives us a list of only twenty-four verbs that undergo this 
operation.  
 I have not included in the above list a group of chen constructions which are 
clearly compounds. Keller also classifies these constructions as intransitive: 
 
Compound chen constructions 
1. jutz’nok’ wash clothes  jutz’-wash, nok’-clothes 
2. lajwaj  throw tortillas  laj-to make tortillas, waj-tortilla  
3. äläs t’an joke   äläs - play, t’an,-word 
4. ch’ujt’an pray   ch’uj-church; t’an-word, speak 
5. säktze’ne smile   säk-white, clear; tze’ne- laugh 
6. su7 k’in fast   su’-to feed; k’in-day, period of time 
 
Of these six compounds, the first two are straightforward combinations of a transitive 
root verb with a root noun. The third item, aläs t’an , is a combination of two verbal 
nouns that we have already encountered. The fourth item is a combination of a normal 
noun with the verbal noun t’an. The remaining two compounds have components that are 
less transparent.  We shall see that Knowles has a different approach to analyzing these 
chen compounds. 
 
3.3 KNOWLES’ DISCUSSION OF CHEN. The largest source of grammatical information is 
Knowles’ 1984 dissertation. This work, however, makes no mention of light verb 
constructions, although it does discuss several relevant issues such as the antipassive. She 
states that of the three types of Mayan antipassive (absolutive antipassive, focus 
antipassive and object incorporation antipassive) Chontal only has the –n marker of the 
absolute antipassive. She goes on to state that this suffix only occurs with a few root 
transitives such as k’ux –to eat: 
 
(21) kä k’uxe7 ‘I eat it.’ ?  kä k’ux-n-an ‘I eat.’ 
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What is particularly intriguing is her discussion of the compounds that we had discussed 
above. Keller had listed chen lajwaj an intransitive verb meaning “to throw tortillas”. 
Knowles, however, states that “the incorporation of the object into the verbal complex 
produces a nominal, not an intransitive verb” (1984:153) She gives the following 
examples: 
 
(22) 7a laj-e7-0     waj (Knowles 1984:154) 
       A2 pat-INC-B3  tortilla 
       ‘You make tortillas.’ 
 
(23) 7a laj-0=waj (Knowles 1984:154) 
      A2 pat-N=tortillas 
      ‘Your tortilla making.’ 
 
Furthermore, she gives an example of wha t she calls re-transitivization by adding the 
incompletive status suffix –in: 
 
(24)7a laj-0=waj-in-0 (Knowles 1984:154) 
A2 pat-N=tortillas-B3 
‘You make totillas.’ 
 
One is tempted to ask the question, however, if the above VP is really an intransitive; that 
is, it is an example of an object incorporation antipassive. Of course, one can ask the 
same question of Keller’s reported chen lajwaj- to make tortillas. 
 
3.4 PDLMA FIELD DATA CONCERNING CHEN. My own field data from 2003 with the 
Project for the Documentation of the Languages of Mesoamerica provides more 
perspective on this problem. It should be kept in mind that the dialect represented in this 
data is much closer to that described by Keller than to that described by Knowles. Below 
is a list of all examples of chen in my data, excluding the Spanish loanwords: 
1. chen ja’tzim  to sneeze 
2. chen 7uk’e  to cry, roar, scream 
3. chen 7alas  to play 
4. chen 7awät  to shout 
5. chen 7oba  to cough 
6. chen 7uwix  to urinate  
7. chen ba7  to swim 
8. chen bich’en  to make holes 
9. chen ch’uyu7  to whistle 
10. chen jopoti7  to lie 
11. chen käb  to be silent 
12. chen kätz’  to creak, grate, squeak 
13. chen k’ay  to sing 
14. chen k’ex   to change 
15. chen k’ichk’ichne to limp, wobble 
16. chen laja7waj to make tortillas by hand 
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17. chen naj  to belch 
18. chen noktisaj  to paralyze it 
19. chen patan  to work 
20. chen 7uta7  to shit 
21. chen täkle7  täkle7 täkle7 to gallop 
22. chen 7utis  to fart 
23. chen t’an  to speak 
24. chen tze7nej  to laugh 
25. chen tz’ajij  to chat  
26. chen wawane  to walk 
27. chen wojwojnej to bark 
28. chen xembaj  to walk (child) 
 
There are several sound symbolic constructions whose meaning is clearly intransitive, 
e.g. wobble. I will also exclude these from consideration. Using my database, I can divide 
this list into ACs that can take direct inflection and those that don’t: 
 
 Direct and chen 
1. chen k’ay  to sing   7uk’äye7 He sings it 
2. chen k’ex   to change   7uk’exe7 He changes it 
3. chen 7utis  to fart   7utisän He farts it 
4. chen 7uta7  to shit   7uta7än He shits it. 
5. chen 7uwix  to urinate   7uwixän He pees it 
6. chen tz’ajij  to chat   7utz’ajken He explains it 
 
Only chen 
1. chen ja’tzim  to sneeze 
2. chen 7uk’e  to cry, roar, scream 
3. chen 7alas  to play 
4. chen 7awät  to shout 
5. chen 7oba  to cough 
6. chen ba7  to swim 
7. chen käb  to be silent 
8. chen ch’uyu7  to whistle 
9. chen jopoti7  to lie 
10. chen patan  to work 
11. chen t’an  to speak 
12. chen naj  to belch 
13. chen tze7nej  to laugh 
14. chen kätz’  to creak, grate, squeak 
15. chen xembaj  to walk (child) 
16. chen laja7waj  to make tortillas by hand 
17. chen noktisaj  to paralyze it 
 
My list is quite different from Keller’s; most of the difference should be attributed to the 
fact the field work is incomplete and that the available data was not elicited with the 
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current issue in mind. However, we can make a few observations. First of all, my list of 
ACs that take chen and direct inflection is rather small compared with hers; however, my 
data reveal a phenomenon that Knowles does not discuss in her sketch.  Among the 
transitive verbs that can detransitivize in a chen construction are a small group of body 
functions. In her dictionary Keller had listed chen 7uwix (‘he does (it) his urine”) as only 
an intransitive verb. My data reveal, however, that such intransitive chen body functions 
have transitive counterparts that are, interestingly, also always possessed: 
 
1. chen 7uwix  to urinate (to do his urine) 
2. chen 7uta7  to shit 
3. chen 7utis  to fart 
 
It is interesting to note, however, that some of the so-called verbal nouns in the chen 
construction do have Set A markers; if we do interpret these verbal stems as nouns, then 
we would naturally interpret these as possessives. Also, it is clear that the root form of 
these complements is a noun as their transitive counterparts take the derivational 
transitive suffix -än. 
 In order to test the transitivity of theses phrases, we need to apply the same tests 
that we did for Chol. As the data is not yet available, we can instead look for ways to test 
these phrases when a native speaker is available.  
 
3.6 CONCLUSION. It appears that in Chontal chen is used to 1) detransitivize, 2) as the 
only means of expressing certain inherently intransitive concepts and, 3) to import 
Spanish verbs. At this point, since further data is lacking, we can turn to comparative and 






4. COMPARATIVE AND HISTORICAL DATA  
4.1 COMPARISON OF CHOL AND CHONTAL.. There are important differences between the 
Chol data and the Chontal data concerning the light verb construction.  
 
1. In both Chol and Chontal there are certain intransitive/action-focused 
constructions that can only be expressed with the light verb. There are only a few 
such ACs that are common to both, however. They are the following: 
 
Chol/Chontal 
• alas/7alas -play 
• xämbal/ xembaj -walk 
• ojbal /7oba -cough 
• ty’añ/t’an  -speak 
• tse’ñal/ tze7ne -laugh 
• ja’tsij/ ja’tzim -sneeze 
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2. ACs in Chol that only take cha’len but take both direct inflection as well as chen 
in Chontal: 
 
Chol: cha’len k’ay    -sing 
Chontal: chen k’ay or k’äy 
 
3. Only light verb in Chontal, but both in Chol (ambivalent): 
 
 Chol: cha’len uk’el/uk’el -cry 
 Chontal: chen 7uk’e 
 
We can see clearly the nominalizing suffix –el in the Chol example, but it looks 
like in Chontal the form has eroded phonologically after it was stranded because 
speakers will no longer need the –el suffix to distinguish it as a noun. This form is 
probably cognate with Kaqchikel oq’-to cry.  
 
4. The Chol verb chu7 –‘to suck’ is an interesting case. It needs a light verb in Chol, 
but in Chontal it is not only found without the light verb, but is one of the few 
verbs that detransitivize using the rare antipassive suffix.  
 
5. The body function verbs are restricted to cha’len in Chol but take both in Chontal 
and are possessed: 
 
chen 7uwix/wixan  to urinate  
chen 7uta7/ta7an  to shit 
chen 7utis/tisan  to fart 
chen xej/xejan   to vomit 
 
6. Many of the Chontal ACs that Keller mentions use both constructions and seem to 
be undergoing antipassive noun incorporation. The elements are clearly nouns: 
this can be seen from the fact tha t their transitive counterparts, like the body 
function verbs, all use suffixes proper to derived verbs: 
 
chen sij give as a gift sijän 
chen tub  spit  tubän 
chen keb  burp kebän 
chen xuch’  rob xuchän 
chen yukume  rock yukän 
 
7. In Chontal there is an example of the intransitive construction is an example of 
the complex construction preserving the original verb. chen ak’ot ‘to dance’ has 
the direct inflection counterpart ak’otnan that is also intransitive. This intransitive 
form appears to carry the –n antipassive suffix as well as the usual –an suffix that 
accompanies derived verbs. However, Keller does not mention any transitive form 
of the verb-the expected direct inflection of ak’ot. From this unusual situation we 
can infer several possibilities: 1) the original transitive has been lost, 2) the 
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transitive has not yet been elicited or, 3) the chen construction is not as 
intransitive as we thought.  
 
This last item in particular seems to corroborate the previously mentioned path for the 
growth of a split- intransitive class in Chol: 
 
Directly inflected verb?  Ambivalent verb: cha’len and direct inflection?  Agentive with suffix?  Stranded: Agentive without suffix 
 
4.2 CHA’LEN/CHEN  IN OTHER MAYAN LANGUAGES . 
I have not been able to find any example of chen or cha’len in the Mayan Etymological 
Dictionary; in fact there is nothing that even remotely resembles it. So far it seems that 
chen / cha’len is an areal feature of the lowlands rather than a feature common to the 
Greater Tzeltalan group or even the Cholan group; i.e. no evidence of it has been found in 
the Eastern Cholan languages in Guatemala. Itza’ Mayan, however, has a remote past 
marker uchi which looks like the grammaticalized verbal phrase he did it. In Itza’, the 3rd 
person set A marker is u before a consonant. Itza’ is in the Yucatecan group, a different 
branch of the Mayan language family but part of the Lowlands area. The Yucatecan 
languages share many areal features with the Cholan languages, including split-ergative 
systems determined by tense aspect. In Pacheco Cruz’s Yucatecan dictionary úuchi is 
glossed as ‘antiguamente’ in former times. 
 
5. SPLIT ERGATIVITY AND LANGUAGE SHIFT. Probably the most important factor for 
determining the present and future status of split- intransitivity in Chol and Chontal has to 
do with language shift and high rates of bilingualism in Spanish. So far we have not 
discussed the role of cha’len/chen as an importer of Spanish verbs. These verbs are shorn 
of their final -r and follow the light verb with no other change or inflection: 
 
7uchi senti wichu7jo7 we7e  ‘The dogs smelled the meat.’ 
 
Now what is interesting for our purposes is that both transitives and intransitives are 
Chontalized this way and that large numbers of Spanish verbs are continuously coming 
into the language through this very productive process. In my own field data I seem to 
have an unending supply of them. To give the reader an idea of this phenomenon, we can 
count up all the intransitive chen constructions in Keller’s dictionary and see how many 














DISTRIBUTION OF SPANISH INTRANSITIVE LOAN WORDS 
Intrasitives : 
Both, 24, 47%
Spanish, 6, 12% Intransitives-




From this sampling of Keller’s dictionary we can see that intransitives that take Set A in 
all environments-an accusative pattern- now outnumber those that take Set A or B, 
depending on aspect and negation. This phenomenon is intriguing when we consider that 
Chontal is less ‘accusative’ then Chol in terms of split ergativity- intransitives only take 
Set A in the affirmative incompletive. On the other hand, bilingualism among Chontal 
speakers is probably stronger in Chontal than in Chol (or any other Mayan language, for 
that matter), so Chontal has probably more accusativity coming in through the chen 
pattern used to import the Spanish verbs. This pattern is even more dramatic if we 
compare the all ‘native’ Chontal chen constructions –transitive as well as intransitive- 
with their Spanish counterparts: 
 
 







6. CONCLUSION. Vázquez’s characterization of Chol as spilt- intransitive language 
appears to have much merit to it, although there are many more contexts in which we 
would like to test its interaction with aspectual systems. His characterization seems 
applicable to Chontal as there is a class of intransitive verbal nouns roughly equal in size 
to that in Chol that only takes chen. When we compare the two languages, however, we 
see that in most cases the individual items in these classes do not match up, indicating the 
dynamic and ongoing nature of these changes. Moreover, Vázquez’s description of Chol 
has a third class of ‘ambivalent s’ that apparently display either pattern with no 
motivation. Chontal, on the other hand, has a class of verbs that take either construction 
in order to serve certain discourse needs. More research needs to be done on both 
languages to disambiguate historical change (what appears to be going on in Chol) from 
discourse function (what appears to be going on in Chontal).Our comparison shows a 
possible path whereby the light verb takes the nominalized form of the verb as an 
alternate to direct inflection; over time the verbalized noun becomes stranded in the light 
verb construction. The result of this process is a steady increase in intransitives that take 
Set A marking in all environments. This split- intransitivity, combined with split-
ergativity in the aspectual systems, presents a picture of Western Cholan moving slowly, 
over time, to an accusative system. As alluded to in the final section, however, this 
natural process seems to have been accelerated by the impact of Spanish. In the case of 
Chontal in particular it seems likely that a new generation of bilinguals/semi-speakers 
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